
Chat record 

GS: Good Morning! 

KH: Good morning everyone from Scotland 

Pv: good morning everyone from a still sunny south of the Netherlands! 

Pv: @Claudia, yes, 30 days on here. After that probably on the agroforestry website for another 5 
months 

Pv: Sophie, you are from Balkep? 

Pv: thanks Philip! Very interesting presentation! 

Pv: Thanks Philipp! Very interesting presentation! 

JB: Good morning from cloudy Canterbury/Faversham 

MR: So interesting with how you use trees for frost protection and shelter. Using more nurse trees 
seems to be a common thread running through several presentations at this symposium. 

MR: Thrilled to hear about the Åfallet and really encouraging to hear that they have less problems 
with voles. Are there are studies on this? 

MR: Thrilled to hear about the Åfallet case and really encouraged to hear they have less problems 
with voles using that technique. Any studies or references to learn more about this interaction? 

JS: Hallo from rainy Berlin - fantsatic to see what is possible so far in the North!! 

JS: Wow awesome work your doing Philip and thanks for your wonderful presentation! 

JS: Thanks Philip, very interesting and very applied, which makes it great to pick it up! 

PL: Thank you 

Pd: Good morning. Looking forward hearing the scandinavian perspective! 

Pd: that is our experience as well (individuals in organisations help make the change).. That's why 
courses are important 

Pd: Thank you, Philip! 

JP: Good morning from rainy Switzerland :) 

BH: Good Morning from sunny Dartmoor, UK. What a week, so happy to sharing all this fabulous 
knowledge with everyone! 

BH: I am definitely going to try that net cage technique. 

BH: Really great discussion. Thank you Philipp 

AT: thanks to you Philipp ! 

HK: Balkan ecology has some hardy walnuts from Bulgaria. But perhaps still not hardy enough for 
you. 

JM: This was fantastic Philipp! Greetings from Norway! 

FG: Hello from sunny Utrecht 

JB: Good morning from Småland! 

JB: Awesome, I have the same experience with not having vole problems when leaving most things 
in place initially, Cool to see other people have similar succes 

KP: I am so proud of havung seen your Puttmyra Garden Forest nearly from the beinning ...seeing it 
changed our familys way of how to look upon a gareden...Wonderful! Regards from Aspö , Sweden. 

LA: Good morning from sunny Venice! 

LA: Really intersting talk and discussion, thanks!! 

CM: Good morning! 

FA: God morgon:) 

MC: Good morning to all! Looking forward to another inspiring day. 
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CT: So many ideas and inspirations here - we have a difficult coastal climate to work with, but if you 
can do all this in a Nordic climate, anything is possible! 

HJ: Hi Philipp! I'm looking forward to your show in the best possible place: at our summerhouse! 
Lots of greetings to you from here!!! 

HJ: Cool!! :D 

SR: Wonderful presentation! Were in Bulgaria in a continental climate, but similar issues with 
damaging late frosts frost 

SR: Anyone else with Mole rat problems? They are bigger than voles but also eat plant roots. Any 
solutions for herb layer would be interesting 

SR: Really enjoyed the discussion thank you so much Philipp 

PW: Thanks Kristina! It feels we passed a major threshhold this year, with growth really exploding, 
and fruit production finally kicking into gear. 

PW: Hey, nice to know you're here! There will even be a photo from your garden in Turku Henna :-) 

PW: Thanks everyone for your comments and see you later! 

CS: Is it possible to watch all these video's back? 

SM: clever solution, using rocks for a buffer! 

 


